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ACPS LAMBS LANE

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The Lambs Lane Campus falls within the Piedmont and Blue Ridge Mountain
regions of Virginia which were taken from their original stewards, the Siouan
people of the Monacan and Manahoac tribes. This Master Plan acknowledges the
complexity of colonialism, which removed indigenous people from their identity,
their homes, and their history only to replace them with enslaved people. As this
Master Plan is implemented over the years, may those who use this Campus be
inspired to learn more about colonialism and reﬂect on its lasting effects.
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Lambs Lane/Albemarle County High School Campus
(the Campus) covers approximately 217 acres adjacent
to Hydraulic Road and Lambs Road. The Campus
is home to four Albemarle County Public Schools
(ACPS) facilities: Greer Elementary School, Journey
(formerly Jack Jouett) Middle School, Albemarle High
School (AHS), and Ivy Creek School (Ivy Creek). It also
houses ACPS Transportation Services oﬃces, vehicle
maintenance facility, bus parking, a joint ACPS/Albemarle
County (County) fueling facility, ACPS Building Services
oﬃces, shops and parking, and a variety of athletic ﬁelds
serving both ACPS and the County. In August 2022 a
new Boys and Girls Club of Virginia facility will open to
serve students attending schools on Campus and other
schools in the community. Approximately 54 acres of
the Campus, remain largely undeveloped save for a
network of hiking trails through rugged and heavily treed
topography.
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Journey
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Transportation and Fueling

Ivy Creek

Boys &
Girls Club

Albemarle High

Building Services
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MASTER PLAN

The four-month planning process, which commenced
in January 2022, comprised several steps: reviewing
and assessing existing conditions, gathering data,
and assessing stakeholder input, concept design and
phasing, further scope development, and preparing
the ﬁnal master plan report. A steering committee,
comprising the principals of Greer, Journey, and AHS,
ACPS Central Oﬃce and Building Services staff, met
virtually four times during the process. A stakeholder
committee, comprising School Board member
Kate Acuff, Board of Supervisors member Diantha
McKeel, and representatives of Places 29 - Hydraulic
Community Advisory Committee, Albemarle County
Government and Commissions, and the Boys and
Girls Club met virtually four times during the process.
DLR Group conducted a virtual VALUES (Viewing
Architecture through the Lens of User Experience and
Sustainability) workshop with members of the steering
and stakeholder committees. In addition, one virtual
public meeting and one public presentation/ gallery
walk were held, and DLR Group met virtually with the
ACPS Long Range Planning Committee once.

Waterstreet
Studio
DLR Group
Downey & Scott
Iconograph
Timmons
Group

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Because the Campus serves nearly 25% of students
enrolled at ACPS and is centrally located in the County,
it is widely agreed that improvements to the overall
campus would be beneﬁcial to students, staff, and the
community at large. Consequently, ACPS, through a
competitive process held in fall 2021, commissioned
Building Services to complete a comprehensive Master
Plan, resulting in selection of the planning team led
by DLR Group. The Master Plan is intended to identify
locations for additional buildings and address immediate,
mid-range, and long-term needs over the next thirty years
or more, including potential relocation of the existing
Transportation and Building Services facilities to other
sites yet to be determined.

PLANNING PROCESS

Greer ES,
4.2% Journey MS,
5.7%
AHS,
15.7%

Attendance at
other ACPS
Schools,
74.3%

Boys & Girls Club,
8.6%

Greer ES,
17.2%

Journey MS,
19.6%
AHS,
54.5%
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STUDENTS AND FAMILIES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Analysis of Geographic Information System (GIS)
census tract data reveals that the neighborhoods
closest to the Campus are the most densely populated
in the County and are home to the greatest number of
low-income residents. English is not the ﬁrst language
for many of the families living nearby. The same
neighborhoods welcome many of the refugee families
who ﬁnd a haven in the County along with many foreign
graduate students and their families. The children of
these families attend the schools on the Campus. As
a result, Greer, Journey, and AHS enjoy great diversity
and serve the greatest percentages of English Learners
and students who qualify for Free and Reduced Lunch
(FRL) in the school division.
The nearest bus stop is several blocks from the
Campus and bus routes are limited. This, along
with missing sidewalks and sidewalks that may be
piled with snow in winter, makes access challenging
for high school students living in the surrounding
neighborhoods and for families and family members
that do not have access to personally owned vehicles.
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ATHLETIC FIELDS
AND TRAILS

Lambs Lane dead ends at Ivy Creek School. As a result,
there is only one way to access Greer, Journey, the Boys
and Girls Club, and Ivy Creek for emergency vehicles and
it is not possible to drive from AHS and Building Services
to the other schools without using Hydraulic Road. The
single access road increases traﬃc congestion and
delays at arrival/dismissal and raises further concerns
about access for emergency vehicles. Parking on
Campus is barely adequate for current uses and more
parking will be required for each addition to the campus.
Overﬂow parking for AHS students between the stadium
and the baseball ﬁeld is not fully paved and diﬃcult for
AHS staff to supervise.

Greer, Journey, and AHS all have adjacent athletic ﬁelds,
which are used extensively by County Parks and Recreation
and community organizations outside the regular school
day. A network of trails through the natural areas is used
by the schools for physical education, and some teaching
and learning activities, but less so by community members,
many of whom may be unaware of their existence. A trail
along the northern edge of the Campus, connecting to the
County network of trails, will be constructed after a new
water main is installed in a few years’ time.

Much of the campus is only accessible by vehicles due
to the lack of sidewalks and bike lanes. Each building on
the Campus operates independently without pedestrian
connections between them, though walking paths are
planned to be built in phases over the next few summer
breaks. In addition, signs throughout the campus are
confusing and uncoordinated.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SITE
CIRCULATION

LOCATIONS FOR
ADDITIONAL BUILDINGS
There are no readily available locations for new buildings
unless the Transportation Services and Building Services
are relocated off Campus. Additional sites for new
buildings will require tree removal and considerable
re-grading.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Existing walking trails
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STAKEHOLDER VISION AND RELATED
QUESTIONS
The individuals and groups engaged during the planning process were remarkably
aligned on the overall vision for the Lambs Lane property:

Guiding Principles and Questions
Stakeholders agreed on six Guiding Principles to underpin the Master Plan, and six
Guiding Questions to which it should respond:

Stakeholder vision, guiding principles and questions were echoed in the six major
VALUES Themes that emerged from the workshop:
Safe campus access and mobility
Equity and inclusion
Comprehensive health and wellbeing
Amplify community access and partnerships
Protect and improve the outdoor environment
Best practices in operations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It should be transformed from a collection of buildings into the central ACPS campus
serving and worthy of the ACPS families, teachers and staff, and County residents
who use it.

VIEWING ARCHITECTURE THROUGH THE
LENS OF USER EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP
THEMES (VALUES)

Place
How can the existing collection of buildings be transformed from a collection of
buildings into a memorable Campus that gives the people who use it a strong sense of
place and belonging?
Equity
How can the Campus serve the diversity of people who use it more equitably and
inclusively?
Safety
How can people feel safer and more secure on the campus?
Wayﬁnding
How can people ﬁnd their way around the Campus more clearly and intuitively?
Environment
How can the campus be used and maintained more sustainably and responsibly?
Use
What uses should be added to or removed from the campus?
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MASTER PLAN DESIGN COMPONENTS
The physical master plan is intended to embody the Stakeholder Vision and Guiding Principles, respond to the six Guiding Questions, and reﬂect the six major VALUES Themes
that emerged from the workshop. Rarely are Master Plan designs implemented over time exactly as ﬁrst conceived. At Lambs Lane the design must be suﬃciently adaptable to
allow for unknown future needs and conditions, while also being suﬃciently clear and strong to retain its original character as a place. The character of the Master Plan for the
Lambs Lane Campus as a memorable place is based on the following key design components:
Construct First Section Main Loop Road: Create a two-way loop road with access to and from Lambs Road in the north and Hydraulic Road in the south to reduce traﬃc
congestion at arrival and dismissal and during major events and provide a second access to and from the Campus for ﬁrst responders during emergencies; complete the
loop road by reconstructing the existing road between the AHS stadium and baseball ﬁelds, continuing it along the east end of the stadium and demolishing all or part of the
existing ﬁeld house so that it can connect to the road between AHS and Building Services.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Create Campus Green: Dedicate the green space inside the loop road as the central Campus Green comprising athletic ﬁelds, walking and bike trails connecting the various
buildings on the outside of the loop road, landscaped areas, landscaped storm water management facilities, and community gathering spaces.
Limit New Structures on Campus Green: Construct no new buildings inside the Campus Green other than a possible future addition to AHS and various support structures
such as a new or reconstructed ﬁeld house.
Relocate Transportation Services and Fueling Facilities off Campus: Relocate maintenance shops, oﬃces, bus parking and Fueling Facilities off Campus to a location to be
determined to create the site for a new building or buildings and associated parking.
Relocate Main Entrance and Lambs Lane: Move the main entrance to the Campus from Lambs Road and the northern section of the loop road further north after the
Transportation Services and Fueling Facilities have been relocated off Campus; subsequently remove the original section of Lambs Lane to expand the Campus Green.
Relocate AHS Baseball Field: Construct a new baseball ﬁeld within the expanded Campus Green to improve access from AHS and during games; create the site for a new
building where the existing ﬁeld is located.
Relocate AHS Softball Field: Construct a new softball ﬁeld within the expanded Campus Green to ensure equity of access and allow the existing ﬁeld to be devoted to
Journey students.
Parking: Remove surface parking spaces used by students between existing AHS stadium and baseball ﬁeld; maintain or increase current number of parking spaces at AHS,
Journey and Greer in reconﬁgured lots including student spaces between AHS stadium and baseball ﬁeld; provide adequate surface parking for all new buildings; consider
constructing two level parking decks on the AHS Lambs Road and Hydraulic Road parking lots if AHS is expanded in the future or parking needs increase; permit no parking
on the main and secondary loop roads.
Relocate Building Services Off Campus: Relocate the Building Services facilities and parking off Campus to a location to be determined to create space for a new building
and/or additional parking.
Make Trailheads more Prominent: Relocate and improve signs for trailheads so that they are more prominent and connect to the walking and bike trails on the Campus
Green.
Develop Southwest Corner of Campus: Create sites for future buildings and parking by constructing as Secondary Loop Road through the undeveloped southwest corner of
the property joining the Main Loop Road in two locations: between Journey and the Boys and Girls Club and near the eastern end of the AHS stadium.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MASTER PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION

USE OF FUTURE BUILDINGS

While the key design components described above will
deﬁne the character of the Lambs Lane Campus as a
memorable place and should be maintained in the long
term, the rest of the plan remains adaptable to meet
unknown future needs. The Master Plan recognizes
that funding capital improvements that do not directly
support teaching and learning may be challenging
for ACPS and therefore breaks down the overall plan
into multiple components, some of which must be
constructed simultaneously or sequentially, others
of which may be constructed independently of one
another. Nevertheless, the ﬁrst steps in implementing
the Master Plan must be completing the Main Loop
Road between the AHS stadium and baseball ﬁeld
and creating the second access from Hydraulic Road.
Opinion of probable construction and soft costs for the
various components of the Master Plan escalated over
the next twenty years is provided for capital planning
purposes.

The Master Plan creates sites for three new buildings facing the Main Loop Road, and several more along the
Secondary Loop Road. Though stakeholders suggested a variety of needs for future buildings during the planning
process, it is not necessary to deﬁne all the needs in the Master Plan. The most compelling needs suggested
during the process include:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• Relocation of ACPS central oﬃces to include a welcome center providing comprehensive ACPS and County
services to families,
• Satellite facility for Piedmont Virginia Community College offering dual enrollment for ACPS high school
students
• Applied learning facility accommodating partnerships between local businesses and ACPS students.
Some or all of these needs could be located in a prominent new building close to the new main Campus Entrance
from Lambs Road on the site of the existing Transportation Services Facilities. Funding these projects through a
Public Private Partnership (P3) could advance their completion date. Moving the Main Loop Road further north to
increase the area of the Campus Green could then be advanced.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following steps should be given the highest priority:
Place: Begin planning for relocation of the Transportation Services and Fueling Facilities immediately so that the Campus Green can be expanded and the Main Loop
Road can be moved further north as soon as possible.

Equity: Relocate trail heads to prominent locations so that it is easily seen and used by the community.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Equity: Maintain and enhance green spaces to provide easy access for both students and community.

Safety: Complete the Main Loop Road between the AHS stadium and baseball ﬁeld to create the second access to the Campus from Hydraulic Road as soon as
possible.

Safety: Commence process for planning and permitting signalization of intersection of new main access to Campus and Hydraulic Road near Georgetown Green
and Building Services as soon as possible recognizing the challenges to and time taken to receive Virginia Department of Transportation approval, and considering
operating signals only during school arrival and dismissal.

Safety: Prohibit parking on the Main Loop Road and Secondary Loop Road to reduce congestion.

Wayﬁnding: Develop and implement a comprehensive brand/sign plan to improve wayﬁnding and give the Campus a cohesive identity.

Environment: Construct new buildings with up to four or ﬁve stories taking advantage of the topography to provide grade level access on two or more ﬂoor, to reduce
building footprint and impermeable surface area.

Environment: Consider constructing simple parking decks in the future that take advantage of the topography to create sites for new buildings on existing parking lots
and minimize additional impermeable surface when more parking is needed to accommodate increased use.

Environment: Generate as much renewable energy on Campus as possible; evaluate the feasibility of securing a solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA); construct
new buildings to achieve zero energy and zero carbon standards; install geothermal ground-source systems wherever possible.

Use: Grasp the unique school-day opportunity for professional development, adult education, and other programmed uses at the new Boys and Girls Club facility, per
the Club’s lease with ACPS.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Master Plan embodies the shared vision of County and ACPS stakeholders
and leaders that the Lambs Lane property be transformed from a collection of
buildings into the main ACPS Campus serving ACPS families, teachers and staff,
and a destination for County residents. As the plan is implemented, new multi-story
buildings and parking decks will be needed to optimize use of available land area while
also preserving natural resources.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Main Loop Road should be completed as soon as possible to provide a second
access to Greer, Journey, Ivy Creek, the Boys and Girls Club, and future buildings. Other
components of the plan may be completed in stages when funds are available, but
expansion of the existing central Campus Green cannot occur until the Transportation
Services and Fueling Facilities have been relocated. Planning for this relocation
should start immediately. As school buses transition from diesel to electric power a
distributed bus parking model should be considered, along with solar power generated
on site with battery storage to power the buses.
Funding the capital projects proposed in the Master Plan may be diﬃcult given the
need to prioritize capital projects that address teaching and learning, educational
adequacy, and student capacity. It is recommended that the Lambs Lane Campus
be recognized as a joint ACPS/County asset and that the County commit to
funding some or all of the capital projects that are shared by both entities. It is also
recommended that ACPS and the County explore other means of funding some of the
capital projects through P3s, solar PPAs, and other sources.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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2 PROCESS
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OVERVIEW
The four-month planning process, which commenced
in January 2022, comprised several steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing and assessing existing conditions
Gathering data and assessing stakeholder input
Concept design and phasing
Further scope development
Preparing the ﬁnal master plan report

PROCESS OVERVIEW

A steering committee, comprising the principals
of Greer, Journey, and AHS, ACPS Central Oﬃce
and Building Services staff, met virtually four times
during the process. A stakeholder committee,
comprising School Board member Kate Acuff, County
Board of Supervisors member Diantha McKeel,
and representatives of the Places 29 - Hydraulic
Community Advisory Committee, Albemarle County
Government and Commissions, and the Boys and
Girls Club met virtually four times during the process.
DLR Group conducted a virtual VALUES (Viewing
Architecture through the Lens of User Experience and
Sustainability) workshop with members of the steering
and stakeholder committees. In addition, two virtual
public meetings were held, and DLR Group met virtually
with the ACPS Long Range Planning Committee once.

Monthly
Progress
Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Albemarle High School
Budget and Planning
Building Services
Community Education
ESOL, World Languages and Homeschool
Legislative and Public Affairs
Long Range Planning Advisory Committee
Mary Carr Greer Elementary School
Journey Middle School
School Board
Student Services
Transportation Services

Monthly
Progress
Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly
Progress
Meeting

Board of Supervisors
Climate Protection Program
Economic Development
Facilities and Environmental Management
Parks and Recreation
Planning Commission

Monthly
Progress
Meeting

• Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Virginia
• Places 29 - Hydraulic Community Advisory
Committee

3 SITE ASSESSMENT
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INTRODUCTION
In addition to talking with the members of the
community and stakeholders, the team analyzed
Geographic Information System (GIS) census tract
data and physical characteristics, such as topography
and hydrology, to gain a better understanding of the
campus and its surroundings.

SITE ASSESSMENT

Connectivity to the site and the desire to make it a
Campus rather than a collection of buildings were
strongly emphasized by stakeholders. As a result,
how the Campus is connected to surrounding
neighborhoods by vehicular routes, pedestrian paths,
sidewalks, and bike lanes was assessed. Coherence
and effectiveness of current signs on the Campus were
also assessed.
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GIS DATA
POPULATION DENSITY

SITE ASSESSMENT
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STUDENT DATA
FREE & REDUCED LUNCH ELIGIBILITY*

NUMBER OF LANGUAGES SPOKEN *

SITE ASSESSMENT
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Analysis of GIS census tract data reveals that the neighborhoods closest to the Campus are the most densely populated in the County and are home
to the greatest number of low-income residents. English is not the ﬁrst language for many of the families living nearby. The same neighborhoods
welcome many of the refugee families who ﬁnd a haven in the County along with many foreign graduate students and their families. The children of
these families attend the schools on the Campus. As a result, Greer, Journey, and AHS enjoy great diversity and serve the greatest percentages of
English Learners and students who qualify for Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) in the school division.
*Source: ACPS, 2021-2022 school year
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DIVERSITY *

ALBEMARLE HS

SITE ASSESSMENT

ACPS HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE

JOURNEY MS

ACPS MIDDLE SCHOOL AVERAGE

GREER ES

ACPS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AVERAGE
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NATURAL RESOURCES
NATURAL/CULTURAL RESOURCE MAPPING: CONNECTIONS
• Improving and expanding the existing trail network would connect the Campus to the surrounding community more effectively.
• The trail network could be connected to the existing Rivanna Trail Loop.
• Connecting the Rivanna Trail Loop with the Ivy Creek Natural Area should be investigated.
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NATURAL TRAILS & CYCLING ROUTES
• The existing trail network could be improved and expanded.
• This would expand opportunities to engage students in riparian and upland ecosystems and connect with the science curriculum.
• It would also allow more students and community members to connect with nature and enjoy the general positive health beneﬁts of doing so and exploring outdoors.
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ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPABLE AREAS
•
•
•
•
•

Parts of the Lambs Lane site are steeply sloped, and some of the slopes are deemed critical, such that development should be limited and avoided wherever possible.
The slopes add to the sense of place and are typical of Albemarle County’s mountainous and rolling terrain.
The slopes challenge connecting the various parts of the site, and future development should honor their character as much as possible.
The streams that run through the site are protected by a 100-foot buffer zones under Albemarle County’s Water Protection Ordinance.
While connecting roads may be permitted through these buffer zones, they are sensitive areas which protect the ecological habitat of the streams and should be protected as
much as possible.

SITE ASSESSMENT
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CIRCULATION

SITE ASSESSMENT
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• An improved network of trails and accessible walking paths would not only
offer greater access to nature and the variety of ecosystems on the Campus,
but would also improve pedestrian connectivity between the schools and the
surrounding neighborhoods.
• The trails and walking paths allow users to access and explore the site at a
personal scale, walking rather than driving, and contribute to the experience of
the Campus as a place.
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WAYFINDING
EXTERIOR WAYFINDING: EXISTING CONDITIONS

SITE ASSESSMENT
• The existing inventory of signs was documented by sign type.
• Examples of each sign type are provided on this page.
• The inventory identiﬁes current pain points and message schedules for
existing navigational signs.
• It is recommended that all existing signs be replaced in stages along
with implementation of the master plan.
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EXTERIOR WAYFINDING: EXISTING CONDITIONS

Observations
• There is no cohesive design
aesthetic or visual identity
• There is an inadequate number of
signs at critical decision points
• The legibility of signs is not
appropriate for intended use
• Regulatory signs are visually
cluttered
• Signs do not identify critical
primary and secondary
destinations
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SITE ASSESSMENT
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4 STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT
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VALUES WORKSHOP
What is VALUES?
VALUES stands for Viewing Architecture through the Lens
of User Experience and Sustainability. VALUES focuses
on how sustainable design solutions affect the way users
interact with and experience their surroundings.

STAKEHOLDERS ASSESSMENT

Sustainability is an evolved conversation. It has moved
beyond a resource conservation movement to include
climate change, human health, community and economic
health, resilience, regeneration, behavior awareness and
eco-system integrity. Such a broadened deﬁnition of
sustainability requires new perspectives in reconciling
competing planning parameters to provide holistic
solutions that value the health of end users, local
communities, and larger eco-systems.
VALUES is a DLR Group framework entirely built on
user experience. It is an effective tool for generating
conversation and achieving consensus among
stakeholders on project priorities. The VALUES themes
developed through engaging workshops represent the
values of stakeholders and become the guiding principles
for the rest of the project.
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What is sustainability?

Who participated?

Sustainability is centered around the core idea of meeting
current needs while preserving the ability of future
generations to do the same. Sustainability goes beyond
ecological health and resource conservation to incorporate
human health and community health; it cannot be
achieved without ecological, social, and economic balance.
The VALUES workshop is organized into twelve themes
that address this holistic deﬁnition of sustainability. The
six main themes identiﬁed by stakeholders during the
VALUES workshop as particularly relevant to the Lambs
Lane Campus Master Plan are discussed below.

Key stakeholders participated in a virtual workshop to
investigate sustainability topics through the activities
outlined above. Stakeholders represented the Master
Plan project steering committee, school board, school
representatives, local government, and community
partners. All stakeholders were divided into three groups
with one group made up of steering committee members.
The other two groups represented multiple viewpoints and
perspectives.

SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS
Below are the 12 themes which were presented during the VALUES Workshop.

What activities were included?
During a virtual session, attendees participated in the following
activities, all of which were framed by a series of educational topics
related to resource conservation, human health, ecology, and
community health:
Headline: Participants imagined a headline describing the
Lambs Lane Campus twenty years or more into the future.

2.

Prioritization of VALUES Themes: Participants went through
a series of sustainability-related themes and design directions
to identify the top themes for the Master Plan.

3.

See Feel Measure: Participants identiﬁed what they would
see, feel, and measure if the Master Plan succeeded in fully
implementing the top themes they had identiﬁed.

Who participated?
Key stakeholders were invited to a virtual workshop to investigate
sustainability topics through the activities outlined above.
Stakeholders represented the Lambs Lane Master Plan steering
and stakeholder committees, the School Board, the Albemarle
County Board of Supervisors, school and local government
representatives, and community partners. Participants were divided
into three groups. One group comprised steering committee
members. Participants in the other two groups represented a
variety of viewpoints and interests.
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1.

VALUES: Chosen Cards

Top VALUES Themes

Which cards did each group select as most important?

What are the key themes?
While groups chose different cards or interpreted cards in different ways, they often expressed similar
goals and values. The following key themes arose across groups in the workshop and may be used to
guide project decisions going forward.

STAKEHOLDERS ASSESSMENT
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WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

Key Topics and Questions

Wayﬁnding
How do people ﬁnd their way to and around the campus?
VALUES Themes:
• Equity & Inclusion
• Safe Campus Accessibility & Mobility
Environment
How can the campus be used and maintained more
sustainably and responsibly?
VALUES Themes:
• Protect & Improve the Outdoor Environment
• Best Practices in Operations

People
Who uses the Lambs Lane Campus?
VALUES Themes:
• Equity & Inclusion
• Comprehensive Health & Wellbeing

Use
What uses should be added to or removed from the
campus?
VALUES Themes:
• Protect & Improve the Outdoor Environment
• Amplify Community Access & Partnerships
• Best Practices in Operations
Place
How can the campus be transformed from a collection of
buildings into a campus that gives all the people who use
it a strong sense of place and belonging?
VALUES Themes:
• Equity & Inclusion
• Amplify Community Access & Partnerships

Equity
How can the campus serve the diversity of people who
use it more equitably and inclusively?
VALUES Themes:
• Equity & Inclusion
• Amplify Community Access & Partnerships
Safety
How can people feel safer and more secure on the
campus?
VALUES Theme:
• Safe Campus Accessibility & Mobility
• Best Practices in Operations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albemarle High School
Budget and Planning
Building Services
Community Education
ESOL, World Languages and Homeschool
Legislative and Public Affairs
Long Range Planning Advisory Committee
Mary Carr Greer Elementary School
Journey Middle School
School Board
Student Services
Transportation Services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Board of Supervisors
Climate Protection Program
Economic Development
Facilities and Environmental Management
Parks and Recreation
Planning Commission

• Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Virginia
• Places 29 - Hydraulic Community Advisory
Committee
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In addition to Steering and Stakeholder Committee
meetings, the planning team conducted interviews
with small groups of representatives to gain a better
understanding of what each group saw as priorities and
challenges on the Lambs Lane Campus. The list to the
right comprises all the different groups with which the
team met. Throughout the interview process, the team
observed close alignment of priorities correlating to the
main Themes identiﬁed in the VALUES workshop.

Place

Equity

Wayﬁnding

How can the Campus be transformed from a collection
of buildings into a Campus that gives the people who

How can the campus serve the diversity of people who
use it more equitably and inclusively?

How do people ﬁnd their way around the Campus?

use it a strong sense of place and belonging?

STAKEHOLDERS ASSESSMENT

• This is the main ACPS Campus.
• How can it be reinforced as such?
• How can it present ACPS and the County as welcoming
and inviting?
• How can it create a sense of entry and center?
• A centralized green space where students and
community can gather is needed.
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The campus is centrally located within the County
and serves the most densely populated, diverse, and
underprivileged population.
Families with the greatest needs in the County are served
by this campus and many of them live close to it.
Access to the campus is heavily reliant on school buses
and personally owned vehicles, and therefore challenging
for those who do not have easy access to them.
Access between schools on campus is vehicle focused
and challenging to pedestrians due to lack of connecting
walking paths.
Access to natural resources is not promoted.

• Roads do not lead to their destinations intuitively
which confuses visitors not familiar with the campus.
• Signs to and within the campus are confusing and
have not been coordinated among the various
different schools and facilities.
• Coordinated signs would facilitate wayﬁnding and
campus identity.
• Trails and natural features on site are hard to ﬁnd and
poorly identiﬁed.
• Trailheads should be more prominently and intuitively
located.
• Signs should include trails and natural features.
• Identifying the trails and natural features, the ridges,
gullies, and creeks, with names rooted in the local
culture, context, and geography would promote
identity, use, and curiosity.

Safety

Environment

Use

How can people feel safer and more
secure on the campus?

How can the Campus be used and
maintained more sustainably and
responsibly?

What uses should be added to or removed from the Campus?

• Currently, the trails are used by students
and certain community members, such
as mountain bikers, but outside of that,
they are not used much used by the
community.
• How can the trail network on the site be
highlighted and improved?

The Master Plan creates sites for three new buildings facing the Main Loop Road,
and several more along the Secondary Loop Road. Though stakeholders suggested
a variety of needs for future buildings during the planning process, it is not necessary
to deﬁne all the needs in the Master Plan. The most compelling needs suggested
during the process include:
• ACPS Central Oﬃces: Relocation would include a welcome center providing
comprehensive ACPS and County services to families.
• Piedmont Virginia Community College Satellite: The facility would offer dual
enrollment for ACPS high school students and serve local residents.
• Applied Learning Facility: The facility would accommodate partnerships between
local businesses and ACPS students.
Some or all of these needs could be located in a prominent new building close
to the new main Campus Entrance from Lambs Road on the site of the former
Transportation Services facilities. Funding these projects through a Public Private
Partnership (P3) could advance their completion date. Moving the Loop Road further
north to increase the area of the Campus Green could then be advanced.
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• A second entrance/exit to the campus is
urgently needed.
• Adding a second entrance/exit should
not rely on relocation or removal of any
existing buildings if possible.
• AHS has many exterior doors and
concealed spaces that are hard for staff
to monitor.
• The AHS student parking spaces to the
west of the stadium are remote from the
building and hard to monitor.
• Bus loops serving Greer and Journey
become severely congested during
parent drop-off and pick-up.
• Use of trails and other facilities by
community members during the school
day is a safety concern.

STAKEHOLDERS ASSESSMENT

5 MASTER PLAN
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The physical Master Plan is intended to embody the Stakeholder Vision and Guiding Principles, respond to the six Guiding Questions, and reﬂect the six major VALUES Themes that
emerged from the workshop. Rarely are master plan designs implemented over time exactly as ﬁrst conceived. At Lambs Lane the design must be suﬃciently adaptable to allow for
unknown future needs and conditions, while also being suﬃciently clear and strong to retain its original character as a place. The character of the Master Plan for the Lambs Lane
Campus as a memorable place is based on the following key Design Components:

MASTER PLAN

Maintain and enhance green
spaces to provide easy access for
both students and community.
Relocate trail heads to prominent
locations so that they are easily
seen and used by the community

Construct new buildings up to
four or ﬁve stories

Develop and implement a comprehensive brand/sign
plan to improve wayﬁnding and give the Campus a
cohesive identity
Generate as much renewable energy on Campus as
possible; evaluate the feasibility of securing a solar
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA); construct new
buildings to achieve zero energy and zero carbon
standards; install geothermal ground-source systems
wherever possible.
Grasp the unique school-day opportunity for
professional development, adult education and other
programmed uses at the new Boys and Girls Club
facility, per the Club’s lease with ACPS.

Relocate Transportation Services and
Fueling Facilities & expand Campus
Green.
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Add parking decks to minimize
additional impermeable surfaces.
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Commence process for planning and
permitting signalization of intersection of
new main access to Campus and
Hydraulic Road near Georgetown
Green and Building Services as soon
as possible recognizing the challenges
to and time taken to receive Virginia
Department of Transportation approval,
and considering operating signals only
during school arrival and dismissal.

IMPLEMENTATION SEQUENCE
While the key design components described above will deﬁne the character of the Lambs Lane Campus as a memorable place and should be
maintained in the long term, the rest of the plan remains adaptable to meet unknown future needs. The Master Plan recognizes that funding
capital improvements that do not directly support teaching and learning may be challenging for ACPS and therefore breaks down the overall plan
into multiple components, some of which must be constructed simultaneously or sequentially, others of which may be constructed independently
of one another. Nevertheless, the ﬁrst steps in implementing the Master Plan must be completing the Main Loop Road between the AHS stadium
and existing baseball ﬁeld to create the second access from Hydraulic Road. Preliminary construction and total project costs for the various
components of the Master Plan escalated over the next twenty years are provided for capital planning purposes.

MASTER PLAN

LEGEND

EXISTING BUILDINGS

PROPOSED BUILDINGS

Campus Plan: After completion of the Loop Road

Campus Plan: After Transportation Services has been removed and Main Loop Road
has been moved north to expand Campus Green
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New
Partially Demolish, Demolish
or Relocate Off-campus
Reconﬁgure

MASTER PLAN

LEGEND

EXISTING BUILDINGS

PROPOSED BUILDINGS

Campus Plan: After construction of Secondary Loop Road
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CIRCULATION
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION AND PARKING

MASTER PLAN

• Currently Lambs Lane dead ends at Ivy Creek and has multiple congestion points
between cars and buses.
• An overall goal of the Master Plan is to eliminate this dead-end condition by creating
the Main Loop Road with direct access from both Lambs Road and Hydraulic Road to
improve safety, reduce bus and car congestion, and provide better circulation, easier
access and more intuitive wayﬁnding.
• Signalization of the intersection of the Main Loop Road and Hydraulic Road is
strongly recommended, though it is understood that securing approval for it from
the Virginia Department of Transportation may be very challenging indeed. A fallback
option could be timing the signals such that they would only be in operation during
school arrival and dismissal times.
• The Main Loop Road will be constructed in two sections. The ﬁrst section will provide
access to Hydraulic Road by connecting the road between the AHS stadium and
baseball ﬁeld to the road between AHS and Building Services (First Section Main
Loop Road). This will entail demolishing a least a portion of the AHS Field House to
provide suﬃcient width for the road.
• The second section of the main loop road (North Section Main Loop Road) will be
constructed after relocation and demolition of the Transportation Services and
Fueling Facilities and will allow the central Campus Green to be expanded to include
the AHS Baseball and Softball ﬁelds and the Central Gathering Space.
• Along with construction of the North Section Main Loop Road the intersection of
Lambs Road and Lambs Lane will be reconﬁgured so that Lambs Road may continue
directly into Lambs Lane at the main entrance to the Campus. A T-intersection
with a stop sign will be created where Lambs Road continues into the residential
neighborhood beyond.
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• After the North Section of the Main Loop Road has been constructed the original
section of Lambs Lane crossing the central Campus Green will be removed to make
room for the Central Gathering Space and the AHS baseball and softball ﬁelds.
• The Journey bus loop and staging area will be relocated to the rear of the school to
allow reconﬁguration of the parent drop-off and pick-up and parking for both Journey
and Greer to improve safety and reduce congestion. This work may be completed
independent of construction of either section of the Main Loop Road.
• The parking lot between Hydraulic Road and AHS will be reconﬁgured and regraded
to create a new bus loop and staging area, visitor parking, and the two-way Internal
Connector Road in front of AHS.
• Relocating the bus loop and staging will allow buses to travel between AHS and
Journey on the First Section of the Main Loop Road and reduce congestion between
buses and cars on the original section of Lambs Lane.
• The two-way Internal Connector Road in front of AHS will complete the Main Loop Road
on campus without having to drive onto Hydraulic Road. This road would be closed
during AHS arrival and dismissal times.
• The existing AHS bus loop and parking off Lambs Road will be reconﬁgured for AHS
faculty and staff parking and AHS parent drop-off and pick-up.
• Reconﬁguration of the parking lot between AHS and Hydraulic Road will include removal
of the central entrance from/exit to Hydraulic Road.
• This lot would be used by students to the south and faculty and staff spaces to the
north.
• The number of parking spaces available for AHS after reconﬁguration of the parking
lots and construction of the First Section of the Main Loop Road, on which parking will
not be permitted, will remain approximately the same as today.

PEDESTRIAN AND BIKE CIRCULATION

• If AHS is expanded and additional parking spaces are needed in the future, it will be
possible to construct two-level parking structures on the Lambs Lane parking lot and
on the southern end of Hydraulic Road parking lot.
• Both parking structures could be covered with solar canopies to generate additional
renewable power on the campus.
• The Lambs Lane parking lot could be constructed with a third level for tennis courts
to replace the tennis courts between AHS and the stadium and create a larger
gathering space for school and community uses.
• The special education bus drop-off and pick-up area to the rear of AHS will be
replaced with a continuous pedestrian path that will also be used to give emergency
vehicles a continuous route around the perimeter of the building.

MASTER PLAN

• A combined bike and walking trail will be constructed on the inside of the main loop
road.
• Walking paths within the Campus Green will connect the athletic ﬁelds and Central
Gathering Space, provide direct pedestrian routes between AHS, Journey and Greer,
and connect to the sidewalks around the Boys and Girls Club.
• Pedestrian crossings will be provided where the walking paths cross the Main Loop
Road and continue to the main entrances to Journey and Greer.
• Signs will be provided from the walking and bike trail inside the loop road to the trail
heads.
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VEHICULAR TRAFFIC FLOW & SAFETY
• Due to safety concerns, it is recommended that the process for planning and permitting signalization of the intersection of the new access to the Campus and Hydraulic Road
near Georgetown Green and Building Services commence as soon as possible given challenges to and time taken to receive Virginia Department of Transportation approval.
• If securing the traﬃc signal is sucessful, the exit traﬃc from the campus may turn both ways at Hydraulic Road.
• If there is no traﬃc signal at the intersection of new main access to Campus and Hydraulic Road near Georgetown Green and Building Services, then the exit traﬃc from the
campus will be limited to right turns for safety reasons.
• Traﬃc on the Main Loop Road and the Secondary Loop Road will be two-ways.
• Parking along the Main Loop Road will be prohibited to avoid congestion and enhance safety.
• Pedestrian crosswalk within the campus shall be clearly marked and be located to achieve high visibility.

MASTER PLAN
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1

ALBEMARLE HIGH SCHOOL

2

JOURNEY MIDDLE SCHOOL

3

MARY CARR GREER ELEMENTARY

4

BOYS & GIRLS CLUB

5

IVY CREEK SCHOOL

MAIN LOOP ROAD CHARACTER
• The Main Loop Road will become the backbone or spine connecting all the main buildings on the Campus. It will create intuitive entrances to the buildings for parents and visitors,
reduce congestion among buses and cars, and be coordinated with the network of pedestrian paths connecting the buildings.
• The Secondary Loop Road will create opportunities to develop the southwest section of the Campus.

MASTER PLAN
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN

MASTER PLAN

• Currently Lambs Lane is a dead end with multiple conﬂict points
between both cars and buses.
• The Lambs Lane campus does not feature strong pedestrian
connections between schools and other destinations.
• An overall goal was to create the Main Loop Road, allow better
circulation, easier access, and intuitive wayﬁnding throughout the
Campus
• The Main Loop Road will connect the schools to one another in a
more intuitive way.
• Lambs Road and Lambs Lane will be reconﬁgured such that the
through movement continues from Lambs Road onto Lambs Lane,
with the portion of Lambs Road that leads to the residential area
reconﬁgured to intersect at a stop sign.
• The Main Loop Road will be constructed in two sections. The
ﬁrst phase will give a second option to connect the high school
campus, through the athletic ﬁelds to Journey and Greer. Some
reconﬁguration of the entrance to the parent drop off at both
Journey and Greer will create more intuitive connections and
reduce congestion.
• The section of the Main Loop Road will relocate to the north to
enlarge Campus Green and provide space for the AHS Baseball and
Softball Fields and the Central Gathering Space.
• Generous multi-use pathways will be provided to both pedestrians
and bicycles.
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Hydraulic Road Parking
Deck with Solar Canopy

MASTER PLAN

Albemarle HS
Lambs Road Parking
Deck with Solar Canopy
AHS Existing Stadium

Existing AHS Practice Fields
AHS Baseball Field
Boys & Girls Club
Central Gathering Space

AHS Softball Field
Journey MS

Existing Lacross Field
Greer ES

N
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

MASTER PLAN

• Opportunities will be created to manage stormwater run-off
at the surface to minimize the impact of new development on
Campus stormwater infrastructure and natural areas.
• Providing opportunities to celebrate stormwater control will
create new habitats for wildlife.
• Monitoring the impact of stormwater management will offer
connections to the curriculum for biology, chemistry, earth, and
environmental sciences.
• Stormwater management areas will be centrally located and
accessible to all schools on the campus.
• Stormwater management areas will be integrated into the overall
landscape design, combining treatment and aesthetics, and
creating natural barriers to pedestrians where appropriate.
• Small form bioretention or stepped rain gardens, running parallel
to the street, similar to the bioretention areas that run parallel to
the Albemarle County Oﬃce Building along McIntire Road, will
enhance the placemaking component of the campus.
• Existing stormwater detention facilities, including the detention
ponds west of Transportation Services and southeast of the
stadium behind Building Services, will be enhanced to support
the further development of the Campus.
• Permeable paving and pavers will be considered during the
design phase.
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CENTRAL GATHERING SPACE
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MASTER PLAN

• The Central Gathering Space on the Campus Green, which will be completed after the
second section of the main loop road has been constructed, will become the informal
gathering space suggested by many stakeholders.
• This Central Gathering Space will be served by a hierarchy of paths - six, four, and
three feet wide - the smallest of which will lead through the large open lawn.
• Informal seating and steps will be used by individuals and small groups and for
school and community gatherings.
• The large open lawn will also provide ample room for large gatherings and passive
recreation.
• Low lying areas surrounding the Central Gathering Space will be used to manage
stormwater runoff from impervious spaces while also adding natural habitat and
aesthetic value.
• The Central Gathering Space could also be designed to promote habitat restoration
on campus. Wildﬂower and grass meadows, bird houses, and other nesting
opportunities for smaller mammals and other creatures could be developed.

PARKING/ DROP-OFF/ PICK-UP
ALBEMARLE HIGH SCHOOL
Lambs Road
Parking Lot
Teacher parking

MASTER PLAN

Parent drop-off
New sidewalk
connection
Teacher parking

SPED Drop-off

• The reconﬁguration will switch the current parent and bus drop-off and pick-up
locations between the Lambs Road and Hydraulic Road Parking Lots.
• Moving the parent drop-off and pick-up to the current the bus loop off Lambs
Lane will provide more room for queuing. It will also allow all parents dropping
off and picking up their students to enter the campus from Lambs Road and the
intersection with Hydraulic Road, which is more intuitive and better suited to the
traﬃc volume.
• Student drivers will enter the parking lot from the signalized Hydraulic Road/Lambs
Road intersection.
• Buses will enter the bus drop-off/pick-up loop via the southern entrance to the
campus from Hydraulic Road, separating them from cars entering the campus from
Lambs Road to drop-off and pick-up students at Greer and Journey.
• This reconﬁguration will allow the center entrance to the AHS parking lot from
Hydraulic Road to be closed.
• A new sidewalk will be constructed between the northeast corner of AHS and
Lambs Road and create a continuous walking route between the Hydraulic Road
intersection and the Campus Green

Visitor parking

Hydraulic Road
Parking Lot

Student parking

A new sidewalk will be constructed between the north
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JOURNEY MIDDLE SCHOOL

Teacher parking
Parent drop-off
SPED drop-off

MASTER PLAN

• The Journey bus drop-off, pick-up and staging area will be moved to the rear of the
school to extend queuing space for parent drop-off and pick-up.
• This move will increase the number of parking spaces in the lot to compensate
for parking spaces lost in the rear of the school, while also creating additional exit
points for staff and parents to reduce congestion at arrival and dismissal.
• Buses traveling from AHS to Journey will use the First Section of the Main Loop
Road to be completed, which is unlikely to be used by parents dropping off and
picking students at the two schools.
• All informal and gravel parking areas will be removed from the Main Loop Road at
Greer ES and between the AHS stadium and baseball ﬁeld, to reduce congestion
and supervision challenges for AHS staff.

GREER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
• The Greer bus and parent drop-off and pick-up lines will be switched to create a
longer queuing line for parents, improve visibility for buses, and reduce congestion
and increase safety overall.

Teacher parking
Parent drop-off
SPED drop-off

Parent drop-off Longer Queue
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AHS ATHLETIC COMPLEX
• The master plan aims to improve the area behind the AHS by conﬁguring the main
pedestrian paths.
• Currently, the main area of safety concern is at the back of the school which is hard to
monitor with the given personnel.
• The Main Loop Road and increased pedestrian traﬃc will improve student safety by
increasing the number of community members present.
• The Master Plan propose removing the special education bus drop-off area and
parking to create pedestrian pathway that can also be used by emergency vehicles.
• The special education drop-off will be moved to the front of the school as part of the
AHS parking/ drop-off/ pick-up reconﬁguration.

MASTER PLAN

Existing Relocatable
classrooms to be
removed when possible

Existing
Practice Fields

Pedestrian pathway/
Emergency Vehicles
AHS
Existing
tennis courts

Existing
stadium
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AHS ADDITIONS & PARKING DECKS
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• If needed, an addition to AHS could be located on
the western side of the school to orient the school
towards the athletic ﬁelds and Campus Green.
• If AHS is expanded and additional parking spaces are
needed in the future, it will be possible to construct
two-level parking decks on the Lambs Road Parking
Lot and on the southern end of Hydraulic Road
Parking Lot.
• Both parking decks could be covered with solar
canopies to generate additional renewable power on
the campus.
• The Lambs Road Parking Lot could be constructed
with a third level for tennis courts to replace the
tennis courts between AHS and the stadium and
create a larger gathering space for school and
community uses.
• The special education bus drop-off and pick-up area
to the rear of AHS will be replaced with a continuous
pedestrian path that may also be used to give
emergency vehicles a continuous route around the
perimeter of the building.

WAYFINDING
METHODOLOGY
A wayﬁnding system that supports
intuitive navigation of a Campus
immediately put visitors of all
backgrounds at ease, reducing stress and
building their conﬁdence that they will be
able to ﬁnd their destinations.

MASTER PLAN

The organizational strategy that
supports a wayﬁnding system provides
a framework for the wayﬁnding and sign
program on a site.
Providing the appropriate information to
support visitors on their path is dependent
on a clear hierarchy of destinations that
is then reﬂected in the visual hierarchies
of the graphic elements and size of each
sign type.
The sign hierarchy described here
serves to support the overarching goal
of turning Lambs Lane from a collection
of unrelated buildings into a cohesive
Campus, creating a sense of place and
inviting the larger community into the
Campus to take advantage of its many
resources.

SIGN SERIES HIERARCHY
Series 100: Lambs Lane Campus
Series 200: Educational Facilities
• Albemarle High School
• Boys & Girls Clubs
• Greer Elementary School
• Journey Middle School
• Ivy Creek School

Series 300: Support Facilities
• Auxiliary Buildings

Series 100
• Signs will identify destinations along the main loop road.
• Identiﬁcation signs at both entrances to the campus will be the most visually
prominent to reinforce Lambs Lane as a destination.
• The main destinations will have the next largest signs, which will be located
near the primary vehicular entrance drives off the main loop road.
• Signs for individual buildings will either be mounted on the buildings or freestanding close to the main entrances to the buildings.
Series 200
• Signs will facilitate wayﬁnding by providing information at critical decision
points for drivers navigating the campus.
• Primary directional signs will be located at the edge of campus to identify all
main destinations.
• Vehicular navigation signs will provide more location-based information at
critical decision points throughout the site.

• Sports Fields & Facilities
• Public Trails
• Public Amenities
• Parking Lots
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The Main Loop Road
• Will support wayﬁnding by clearly leading to all the main destinations on the
Campus: Greer, Journey, Ivy Creek, the Boys and Girls Club and AHS.
• Will create intuitive entry points to these destinations for parents and visitors
and reduce conﬂict points between cars and buses.
• Will also provide intuitive entry points to future buildings on Campus including
the buildings that may be constructed along the secondary loop road.
• Will be supported by a clear network of walking and bike paths to connect all
destinations by foot and bike.
• Wayﬁnding will be reinforced by a visual hierarchy of sign types.

Series 300
• Signs will facilitate wayﬁnding for pedestrians.
• Though this type of sign is currently absent, it will become critical to orient
pedestrians as the campus becomes an increasingly signiﬁcant destination
and community asset.
• Larger orientation maps will be provided at one or more central locations to
encourage visitors to explore the expanded public amenities including athletic
ﬁelds, gathering spaces, and the trail network.
• The trail network will be enhanced by kiosks at trailheads and trail markers
with trail names and other identifying information, such as colors, icons, and
alpha-numeric designations.
• Environmental features on Campus, such as bio retention facilities or rain
gardens, creeks and gullies will be enhanced with pedestrian-oriented
interpretive signs to explain their signiﬁcance and function.

SIGN FAMILY WIREFRAME

MASTER PLAN
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PROGRAMMING DIAGRAM

MASTER PLAN

• This map offers an example of
how the various types of signs
described above could be deployed
on the reconﬁgured Lambs Lane
Campus.
• Identiﬁcation signs will orient the
visitor to the Lambs Lane Campus
as a place and mark its main
entrances.
• Primary vehicular wayﬁnding
signs at the major entrances to
the campus will lead visitors to the
main destinations in order of their
proximity to the signs.
• All major decision points will be
marked by additional vehicular
signs.
• Cues will be provided to visitors
by destination and parking lot
identiﬁcation signs indicating
where to turn off the Main Loop
Road to reach the desired location.
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SIGN FAMILY CONCEPT DESIGN

MASTER PLAN
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SIGN PRECEDENTS

MASTER PLAN

• Precedent images on these pages illustrate fresh, timeless signs that are also economical,
ﬂexible, and easily maintained
• These signs utilize color coding as a powerful wayﬁnding tool to ensure visitors of all
abilities can successfully navigate a site.
• Iconography that can be understood at a glance provides additional visual cues to visitors.
• Uniformity of material, color, typography, iconography, and scale make the signs easy to
interpret and follow.
• Lettering is highly visible in daylight, and is also treated with reﬂective materials for visibility
at night.
• Examples of sign families show how different sign types can utilize these uniform features
at different scales to provide visual identity and cohesion across the entire Campus.
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MAPPING
Informational maps and site directories
serve to support the pedestrian in
exploring the full offerings of a campus.
The detail provided in these campus
maps can help a user plan their
visit and orient them to features or
opportunities they were not aware were
available to them.

MASTER PLAN

Maps should be located at high volume
pedestrian traﬃc areas and provide
information that helps visitors navigate
to public amenities
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MAPPING

MASTER PLAN
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ENERGY PLAN
CURRENT ENERGY USE
Benchmarking

MASTER PLAN

EPA ENERGY STAR: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a well utilized energy benchmarking program for
commercial buildings, known as the ENERGY STAR system. Based on measured data through the commercial buildings
energy consumption survey (CBECS), a building’s actual and proposed energy performance can be benchmarked. EPA
ENERGY STAR Target Finder was used to benchmark the building Energy Use of schools on the Lambs Lane Campus with
similar buildings in similar locations.
An ENERGY STAR Score of 50 represents median energy performance. While the schools were all above the Median, AHS
and Journey were close to 100 indicating high performance. On the other hand, an ENERGY STAR Score of 69 for Greer
indicates possible opportunities to reduce annual energy consumption. A further review of Greer’s Electricity consumption was
undertaken.

Energy Use Trends and Observations

From the chart on the left, we can see that electricity consumption
remains about the same May through September. This is atypical for
a school where it is expected that energy consumption would reduce
during the summer months when the students are not in session.
Insights provided by the ACPS facilities staff at Lambs Lane noted
that even though summer operation involves a reduced number of
occupants, there was not much change in operations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Optimize Use of Buildings in the Summer
Fewer students on the campus in the summertime should relate to reduced energy consumption and energy costs. This can be achieved through optimization of the space being
utilized in the summer to align with HVAC zoning so that certain systems can be shut down in the summer.
Campus Central Utility Plant
Eﬃciency of HVAC systems could be increased through the central utility plant. By combining system needs, there would be signiﬁcant reduction in operations and maintenance costs
as compared to servicing decentralized equipment. Higher eﬃciency would also lead to reduced operating costs.

MASTER PLAN

All-Electric Ready Campus
Campus and schools were initially designed to be all-electric but subsequent renovations included the use of fossil fuels. Use of geothermal well ﬁelds with systems that eliminate the
use of fossil fuels would prepare the campus to be net-zero ready.
Asset Tagging
The Building Services team is currently targeting increased use of asset tagging. Allowing asset tagging to feed into work order tracking as well as facility condition assessments will
allow better correlation of energy and indoor environmental quality.
Integrate Operations with Diagnostics Team
Siemens, ACPS provider of Building Automation Systems (BAS) has a strong partnership with ACPS for ongoing diagnostics of various mechanical systems. Opportunity for energy
savings and transfer of knowledge to ACPS operations staff could be achieved by creating the position of energy manager in Building Services. This position is

PHOTOVOLTAIC STUDY
The installed PV at Albermarle High School produces about 150,000 kWh per year. Using the 2018
energy consumption data, the total campus would require about 230,000 sq. ft. of PV to be Net Zero.
It is recommended that energy saving reductions be targeted on site before installation of PV.
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ZERO ENERGY DESIGN GUIDE (K-12 Schools, Climate Zone 4A)

MASTER PLAN

Energy Use Intensity (EUI) Target: 20
• EUI is an indicator of the energy eﬃciency of a building’s design and/or operations. It
is expressed as a energy per square foot per year.
Max U-Factor of windows and doors with glass (Max U-Factor): 0.36
• U-Factor of openings is the rate at which a window or door transmits non-solar heat
ﬂow.
Max Solar Heat Gain Coeﬃcient (SHGC) of windows and doors with glass: 0.34
• SHGC estimates solar radiation that passes through glass relative to the amount of
solar radiation hitting the glass.
Percentage of glass vs wall in a building - 30% -35%
• Percentage of 30%-35% allows appropriate daylighting, ventilation, and views while
controlling the amount of heat gain through windows
Recommended target air leakage rate: 0.25 cfm/sq. ft.
• Air leakage rate measures the unintentional transfer of air through the building
envelope.
Roof U-factor: 0.03 (R-30)
• U-Factor of roof is the rate at which a roof assembly transmits non-solar heat ﬂow.
Wall U-factor: 0.061 (approx.. R-16 c.i.)
• U-Factor of wall is the rate at which a wall assembly transmits non-solar heat ﬂow.

We recommend that these standards are reviewed regularly as they are likely to be
raised over time
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OPINION OF PROBABLE COST

MASTER PLAN

Introduction
DLR Group team member Downey & Scott, LLC has
prepared the following opinion of probable cost for the
various components of the Master Plan. This opinion
of probable cost is a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM)
estimate to be used for capital planning and budgeting
processes. It provides a rough idea of cost for each of the
major design components proposed in the Master Plan.
It is based on the very limited information available to
date and is not an accurate forecast of the amount any
component of the project will eventually cost to construct.
ROM Estimate
The ROM estimate comprises construction, escalation,
soft costs, and estimating contingencies recommended
for all the major design components of the Master Plan.
Escalation is the percentage by which construction costs
are predicted to increase each year. Soft costs comprise
architecture/engineering, testing and inspection fees and
other costs that would typically the direct responsibility of
ACPS and not would not be included in construction costs.
Estimating contingencies are intended to compensate
for the limited amount of preliminary information on
which the ROM estimates were based. The major design
components of the Master Plan are assembled into
thirteen separate Groups, that would most probably be
designed, bid, and constructed together. In the following
summary of ROM estimates for each Group estimated
cost escalation percentages are applied to each Group
over the next twenty years to aid capital planning.
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Escalation
Though in the long-term escalation has averaged about
3% per year, it is highly subject to ﬂuctuations caused
by market conditions. Due to the prolonged COVID-19
epidemic, which has disrupted the supply and labor chain,
the current construction market is highly volatile and
construction costs are escalating at a much higher rate
than normal. Indeed, the Virginia Bureau of Capital Outlay
Management has advised school divisions to budget for
16% escalation between January 1 and December 31,
2022. Downey & Scott has prepared a Construction Market
Watch Advisory, dated May 6, 2022, and included in the
Appendix, which lays this situation out in greater detail.
Wayﬁnding Plan
Though the opinions of probable cost include wayﬁnding
signs, it is recommended that a more detailed Wayﬁnding
Plan, be developed for the entire Campus before
implementation of any of the design components
proposed in the Master Plan, especially if some new signs
are to be installed in advance of any of the proposed
design components.
Transportation Plan
It is recommended that ACPS conduct a comprehensive
student transportation plan before identifying locations
and developing speciﬁc proposals for relocation of the
Transportation Services facilities.

MASTER PLAN
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MASTER PLAN
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CONCLUSION

Vision
The Master Plan presented in this document
embodies the shared vision of ACPS and County
stakeholders and leaders that the Lambs Lane property
be transformed from a collection of buildings into
the main ACPS Campus serving and worthy of the
many ACPS families, teachers and staff, and County
residents who use it. Under this vision, use of the
Campus among County residents will increase over
time, and the Campus will become a destination for
County residents wishing to hike the trails, relax in a
natural setting, participate in ﬁeld sports, or gather for
community events.
Environment
The multi-story new buildings and parking decks
proposed in the Master Plan may seem more urban
than might be desired or appropriate on this Campus.
Nevertheless, they are necessary when buildable land
is limited, natural resources must be preserved, and
impermeable surfaces must be minimized to facilitate
storm water management. Seemingly urban solutions
are needed to preserve the natural resources and tread
on the land as lightly as possible.
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Relocation of Transportation Services and Fueling
Facilities
Completion of the Campus Green and main loop
road proposed in the Master Plan is contingent on
relocation of the Transportation Services and fueling
facilities off the Campus. Though not in the scope of
this Master Plan, ﬁnding a new location with suitable
topography for Transportation Services maintenance
shops, administration, and bus parking, suﬃciently
far removed from residential areas where they would
not be welcome, will be diﬃcult given the County’s
topography and the need to contain costs. As school
buses transition from diesel to electric power over
the next twenty years, and maintenance requirements
are reduced, a distributed bus parking model should
be considered. This model could realize substantial
eﬃciencies by reducing both the number of miles
driven each day and energy consumption, while also
improving service for ACPS students and possibly
reducing the number of drivers needed. As solar
renewable energy and battery storage systems become
more eﬃcient and less expensive, ACPS should also
consider generating the power to drive the electric
buses where they are parked through a solar PPA.
Solar arrays could be ground-mounted or mounted on
a canopy above the bus parking lot, which would also
facilitate charging.

Relocation of Building Services Facilities
Though less critical to implementation of the overall
Master Plan than relocation of Transportation
Services off campus, relocation of Building Services
to create the site for a new building and/or additional
parking. Though not in the scope of this Master Plan,
ﬁnding a new location for Building Services facilities,
shops, and parking is likely to be less challenging than
ﬁnding a new location for Transportation Services
because less space is required and the uses are less
intrusive.

CONCLUSION

Implementation
The initial loop road should be completed as soon as
possible to provide a second access to Greer, Journey,
Ivy Creek, the Boys and Girls Club and future buildings
and reinforce the main feature of the Campus: the
Campus Green. Other components of the plan, such
as reconﬁguration of the AHS, Greer and Journey
bus loops and parking lots, may be completed in
stages when funds are available and appropriate
temporary measures have been developed to prevent
disruption to operations. The existing Campus Green,
however, cannot be expanded to the north until the
Transportation Services and fueling facilities have
been replaced elsewhere and demolished. This means
that ACPS should start planning for relocation of
Transportation Services immediately.
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CONCLUSION

Funding
Most school divisions struggle to fund capital projects
and complete them when they want to within available
debt capacity. It is appropriate that capital projects
directly impacting student capacity and educational
adequacy take precedence over those that do not. This
puts funding for the various capital projects proposed
in the Lambs Lane Campus Master Plan at a distinct
disadvantage and calls for creativity if implementing
the Plan is to become a reality within an acceptable
time frame. Recognizing that the Lambs Lane Campus
is as much a County asset as it is an ACPS asset, it is
recommended that the County commit to partially or
fully funding some or all of the capital projects that are
shared by both entities. In addition, it is recommended
that ACPS and the County explore other means of
funding some of the capital projects proposed in the
plan through P3s, solar PPAs and other sources that
do not directly impact debt capacity for capital projects
that are needed to address teaching and learning,
educational adequacy, and student capacity.
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MEETING MINUTES
AHS
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 19, 2022

APPENDIX

How many students are located within the walk zone? How do they typically get to
school? How do the students and parents feel about this?
o 1 mile – 80 students (that requested bus did not get access to it), 100 students in
total
o It creates a safety issue for the students

What are the general “security barrier” and security procedure of the school?
o Barrier: not much of a barrier, a lot of doors, crannies that are hard to monitor,
How many afterschool activities are offered and how many students participate in it? How
* The architecture of the school makes it diﬃcult for the 5 staff to monitor
does the afterschool bus system work?
* Cameras and alarms? Cameras are used but not suﬃcient. There are no alarm
o 1100 students for Athletic activities (230 in winter, 300 fall)
on the doors
o 1 activity bus that leaves school around 6:30 and have 15 stops for athletics
* Card readers at (for adults)
o Students also stay afterschool for non-athletic-related activities, up to 100 kids for
* Students do not have card readers
activities such as robotics, afterschool performances, etc
o Amphitheater – not much in use
What are the unique challenges that students in this school face? What are the unique
opportunities that students in this school have?
o Geography: Close to center I, Caltech, internship, senior release during lunch can
enjoy restaurants in the neighborhood
* Trails: Cross country team, mountain bike, photography
o Challenges: traﬃc, congestion, safety, crime, no public transportation
Has there been a shift to outdoor learning at all since the pandemic? If so, do you see it
lasting into the future? If not, is there any desire to do so and how can the site contribute
to it?
o Stage 4: 700 students per given day, outdoor eating areas, areas by tennis courts
o Learning: outdoor tent, outdoor seating areas, courtyards (security)
o Currently, because of the weather students, there’s no outdoor classroom and
students only use the courtyard

What are some of the challenges that are created during the pandemic that you think
would last? What do see as a possible solution to remediate it?
o Masks, social distancing, classroom spaces
o Enhancing the need for the medical facilities, expand these types of services
* Adequate for building this size (nursing)
* Congestion and proximity breeds conﬂicts, (corridor and stairs)
* Recommend that courtyard be enhanced
Do the students use the trails on site?
o Yes, by the cross country team, mountain bike, photography
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How can we utilize the space to serve the community?
o Athletic facilities, serves the community spaces the most
o Albemarle county drivers ed, motorcycles, not a tons of night courses (10 or less),
most community use are for athletics
Natural resources: has people ask for more- restroom use (portable toilet is currently in
place)
* For the wooded area, one of the club increases natural use (bees, ﬂower
pollination) and there are benches there
Campus: public and schools, trails
o Public uses the trails a lot
Is there a risk manager for the school district?
o Liability of the trails, follow up
o Jesse Turner (student services coordinator)?
What else does the school need in terms of athletic facilities outdoors?
o County school in names but really a city school
o Between baseball and turf area, 1953 concession stand (can be new and updated)
o Outdoor restrooms
o Press-boxes and ﬁeld houses are very inadequate
o Turf ﬁeld that’ll need to be resurfaces (11 years now), soccer should have synth turf
o Facilities lit by parks and rec
o Who pays for the upkeep of the ﬁelds?
o Stormwater management (wet ﬁelds)
o Capacity of the football stadiums (1800 people), very narrow

Parking and student parking:
o Parking permit purchase – for students, so limit the numbers this way
* 2 different stickers,1 for the front of the school and back, juniors have the back
of the bleachers, dedicated students parking
* No enforcements because not enough manpower
* How do you man the parking for access/security? Maybe control the access to
enhance security? “Ticket booth” sheltered, conditioned, technology
* Staff have stickers as well

APPENDIX

Who uses the ﬁelds next to the fueling station?
o Lacrosse and ﬁeld hockey (HS), doesn’t drain very well, regulation size
o Are there any ﬁelds that are not regulation size and needs to be?
* Behind Jouette, soccer ﬁeld
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JOURNEY MS
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 19, 2022

APPENDIX

How many afterschool activities are offered and how many students participate in it? How
does the afterschool bus system work?
o This year: boys and girls club is housed at Jouette and there is also a tutoring
What are some of the opportunities/challanges that are created during the pandemic?
program
o Things that are forced to think about a different, having fewer kids in the cafeteria
o If there’s a club, would need to ensure transportation
o Equity and access: not everyone have internet
o Parks and Rec – afterschool activities, basketball, soccer
o Safety and emotional needs, lack of substitute teachers
o Typical year has more afterschool activities. Teachers usually organize it
* Extra staﬃng - for heath coordinator, maybe 2?
o How many students don’t have their own vehicles, 10-20 families, but even parents
o Dentists/eye doctor- Would like to arrange to come to site every quarter
who do have cars may not be available for afterschool transportation because of work
* No other schools in the county is doing
schedule
*
Do the students use the trails on site?
What are the unique challenges that students in this school face? What are the unique
o Science classes and PE classes use it a lot, creek experiments
opportunities that students in this school have?
o Clubs and activities, trails and hiking,
o Similar to both HS and MS, high number of kids living in poverty and learning English,
o All supervised
Advind school (help prepare kids to prepare for college)
o Same 10 members of the community that use it, hiking, walking dogs, walking the
o Advind: class that kids take, speciﬁcally for kids take to college, is there data on the
trails
success rate?
o Advind program: county wide
What are the general “security barrier” and security procedure of the school?
o Trails: when there’s a crisis, how do we get the kids back to the building?
Has there been a shift to outdoor learning at all since the pandemic? If so, do you see it
* There is cell phone reception, but do we need more resources?
lasting into the future? If not, is there any desire to do so and how can the site contribute
o Is there a sort of boundary for kids to not beyond?
to it?
* Yes, where the gym classes are
o PE uses it, breaks and recess,
* Is there a way to deﬁne the boundary of the classes?
o HS varsity softball is at Jouette
* Students usually obey
o outdoor classroom
* Every school was given a tent, covered tent, people don’t like it, but technology
Poverty
(outlets, TV)
o Mentors? To help them navigate school
o all kids have devices – everyone got their own dell
* Need for it for it beyond boys and girls club
o Parks and rec, coordinate, bookkeeper, outside people can reserve it
o What is the best way to reach to reach the parents?
o Amphitheatre – teachers use it as a break area
* Individually usually through the teachers
o Do they eat in the cafeteria? 50%, 50% stays in classroom because of covid
o How do we reach out to them? Need to reach out to them individually
o Teams are split into teams (green and gold), 1 week at the cafeteria, has assigned
o MS interact with the county social services, family support worker
seats for contacts tracing
* Do other schools have it?
o 30 minutes, lunch
* Can there be an outpost of the county social services?
* Maybe that can be new building
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GREER ES
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 19, 2022
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How many afterschool activities are offered and how many students participate in it? How
does the afterschool bus system work?
o After school care is from the end of the school day to 6pm, fee-based program, selfWhat are some of the opportunities that are created during the pandemic that you hope to
sustaining program, but it’s not very affordable
make permanent?
o Boys and girls, 50-80 kids go to that, meet after school, and go to the MS, $10 a kid
o Outdoor activities:
for a calendar year
* 1 time a day recess, now 2 recesses
* No bus
* If teacher want to take the kids outside for the class, would like to make it easier
o If there’s a private afterschool program, charter a bus
o More engagement families through video conference, how do we continue this?
o Is there an unfulﬁlled need for afterschool care? Yes, many
o Students have 1:1 ratio of devices, spring 2020-a portion of last year, device stays at
o Prevalence of gang activity in the community but it does not affect the immediate
home, now keep them at school
security of the school
o Connectivity – partner with Verizon to bring connectivity
What are the unique challenges that students in this school face? What are the unique
What are some of the challenges that are created during the pandemic that you think
opportunities that students in this school have?
would last? What do see as a possible solution to remediate it?
o First impression of this campus and some spend 12 years on this campus
o Loosing interpersonal interactions people
o Surrounded by great resources, but hard to access
o Skittish for groups because of the pandemic
* Wooded area is a great asset
o Back to school night are not happening
* Performance arts center would be a great asset
o Virtual: have more participants but no interpersonal connections
* Albemarle HS students (30 students) come to the elementary school for a
o Hard for families that are new to the school
mentorship program but have to take a bus because of the lack of sidewalks
o Food-related events: personal connections
o Busing loop is very congested
o Fields use: after around 5:00 the ﬁelds go to parks and Rec, except for HS uses
o A lot of land to cover
o Some road in the elementary school vicinity are not Albemarle county roads but
What are the general “security barrier” and security procedure of the school?
VDOT roads but VDOT has not maintained it for many years
o Kids always supervised, grades at a time for outdoor use
* 20/30 staff park at the gravel because of the congestion created by buses and
o 7 spaces outside, teachers choose which space to use
parent pick-up/drop off
o Provide kids supervised, unstructured contacts
o There is a plan to out sidewalks in but may be stalled
* Classes eat lunch together in the cafeteria
o 9-2:30 playground used
Has there been a shift to outdoor learning at all since the pandemic? If so, do you see it
lasting into the future? If not, is there any desire to do so and how can the site contribute
• Steve started a partnership with a UVA school of architecture
to it??
• Bring the projects and problems to the professor and bring back his materials to the
o Interior courtyard: really nice and often used
teachers
o Large teaching garden, under 30,000 SF at the back of the ﬁeld, 2 nice playgrounds
• Branding
used extensively, trails
• Families who are new to the school, makes no logical sense to get to the school
o Creeks and surround sides
• Iconograph will have an outline plan for the signs and branding
o Trails: interlocking trails, public mountain biking trails
• HS and MS are polling stations
o Trails goes off to other property
o ES is a place for other parents to leave their kids

BOARD MEMBER REPRESENTATIVE: COUNTY
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022

APPENDIX

What do you see as the greatest opportunities of the site?
º Equity – the campus is a perfect opportunity to support that
º Located in the urban ring of the city limits so it serves a very large community and has
a potential to make a big difference
* When it was built, it was “country” but now it’s more urban
º Small enclosed swimming pool for the Lambs Lane campus (Ben Hair Foundation)
* The foundation is very interested in located the pool on the Lambs Lane Campus
* d.Micro-transit – Planning Department would know more about this
º Lambs Lane campus is adjacent to the “opportunity zones”, work with economic
development oﬃce
* Wet labs space – lacking in it
* Economic development oﬃce ; Roger Johnson (Director of Economic)
What do you see as the greatest challenges and what are some solutions you see to
mitigate it?
º Lack of care to the campus
º Disorganized roads
º Albemarle HS is overcrowded
º One option is to move the non-educational support out of the campus
* School division and county (29 north), across from elementary school, a piece of
land is proffered to the county and school
* We’ll recommend a plan that phased and not dependent on top of each other
º Loafs and ﬁshes – food pantry but no access from Lambs Lane campus
Vision for the campus
º Hopes that Lambs Lane can be an educational campus
º 10 years time – a campus that would support community and students
º Boys and Girls club built there for the same reason
º Flagship campus of ACPS
º Schools and county have often work in silos, but would like it to be more corporative
º County social services – for the middle school
Equity planning
º Traditional planning often emphasizes the state of the building, enrollment numbers,
academic performance of the school
º Equity planning recognize and emphasize the importance of a school in an
underserved community and aims to build guidelines that aims to bring equity into the
planning procedure. DLR Group has had success in Sacramento, CA
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BOARD MEMBER REPRESENTATIVE: SCHOOL
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022

Ben Hair Just Swim for Life Foundation
º Indoor pool (acre)
º Will be not a Olympic size pool
º Could be a great resource for the community
Ivy Creek school
º Regional school special needs, not kept up as well as it should be
º Is very hidden and not very accessible

Equity planning
º Traditional planning often emphasizes the state of the building, enrollment numbers,
academic performance of the school
º Equity planning recognize and emphasize the importance of a school in an
underserved community and aims to build guidelines that aims to bring equity into the
planning procedure. DLR Group has had success in Sacramento, CA
Biggest Hopes
º Want it to be the campus that the whole campus is proud of
º Serves the community

Ideas for additional uses on campus
º Maybe have school health and wellness center (lower priority)
º Biggest wish is to move transportation (22 acres) to make room
* Berkmar location proffered to the school (55 acres) – maybe can be used it for
transportation center – has ten years to claim it
* There’s not much neighbor around it, quarry behind it
* In DLR Group’s scope of work to price the relocation of the transportation center
but not to a speciﬁc site
* We’ll show what will happen if the transportation is not there and how it look like
º Innovation center or oﬃce of economic development
º Building services for county and school combined on the Lambs Lane site
ACPS acquired the land for Lambs Lane Campus at 1951 and since than has added
buildings without a master plan
º 2016 – had the ﬁrst school bond referendum in 40 years
* 35 million dollar (76% approval)
* Tax increase was approved (but county decided to not to raise the taxes)
º Tax increases and issue bonds (how ACPS has been funding school)
º Need to be building 4 new schools in the next 5 years
º Has only built 1 school center, 2 elementary schools
º Next CIP predicted to be 2024
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What do you see as the greatest challenges and what are some solutions you see to
mitigate it?
º Access: Only one way in/ safety hazard
º Access for city/county transportation will be improved with the loop road
º Originally Boys and Girls Club is behind Jouette MS
º More green space, move the trailers
º Trails
* The school uses it a lot
* It would be great to enhance it

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022

APPENDIX

How do you see the students of this campus using the building?
º 3 concentric circles
º Core mission – afterschool during school year, workweek during breaks, weekend
programs, later evening programs, celebrations (thanksgiving)
º Schools and purposes of the partners, ACPS, junior league, PB&J kitchen
* During the day – mirror the use of oﬃce building, part of the school campus, all
4 schools on the campus on the campus, 2 gyms, 7 multi-use clrm, 4 squash
courts, teaching kitchen
º Community use, vetted based on policy, Charlottesville social club, AAU basketball
team
* In a session last night with planning, emergency use during a storm
Boys and Girls Club
º Youth development age 5-18, during the out of school hours
º See more kids at the elementary school and middle schools
º Several full time staff, stem coordinator, art coord, part time staff
º HW support (everyday), stem (one per week)
º Nationally mostly, on military base internationally
º 35 dollars per year, teenagers 15/year, 2500 per member per year
Once the building is complete and open, will serve 300 kids per day, 500 unique
º Mostly within the campus, ﬁrst right of refusal
º Field use – does not partner with Parks and Rec for this site but does with another
school
º Trial activities - Forest discovery system / biking program/ 5K prep
º Will provide outdoor gathering space, community gathering
º Limited amount of conversations- of using it during the day with the teachers
Transportation
º Jouette- only offers nigh time home transportation services
º Transportation - can be a hurdle
º Two small 14 passenger buses for ﬁeld trips
º Security – coordinating the use during the school day
º Staff member present always
º External playground – people can use them
º One main entrance - lobby
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BUILDING SERVICES
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022

Energy Usage Report
º John Coles to send us the report through Lisa
º Still manually enters the energy usage
º Before, covid the energy usage has been decreasing every year
º The county does not have a benchmark requirement for energy
Electric Bus
º Currently the school has 2 electric buses
º Next year, 2 more are coming
º Does the county have a battery charging infrastructure at all? Is working on it
Current state of the infrastructure
º There is a lot of ineﬃciency
º Trying to upgrade the heating/cooling system (geothermal, central heating)\
º Have upgraded all lights to LED
º Water usage – there is a plumbing problem and too much water is being used for the
athletic ﬁelds
º There is no rainwater collection system

APPENDIX

Solar Panels
º There are currently solar panels on Greer ES and Albemarle HS
º ACPS has a solar power purchase agreement (PPA agreement) with Greer ES and
Albemarle HS
º c.
Can the campus expand the agreement to other school or does is need to be
rebid?
Waste Management
º Used to put everything in one bin (recyclables and non-recyclables) because used a
facility that separates
º Now has separate recycling/trash, teachers take recycling outside to a bigger bin
º Custodial are overworked as it is so try to not put it on the custodians
º Does compost and the company that the school contract with pick it up every week
Challenges
º Need cohesiveness with traﬃc
º Safety and security with the HS
º Gate at the courtyard – Fire hazard

Storm water
º Site has a storm water problem
º There is a storm water management facility behind the building services but it’s
inadequate, partially because it is hidden
º Is there a way to make them more visible so that they are more well-maintained?
º Retention locations behind the bus lot, lacrosse ﬁeld, building facilities
º New people coming into the Building Services usually get put into the grounds crew so
they are relatively inexperienced
º $15,000 a year to maintain all the stormwater management systems which is not
enough money
º Turf for the ﬁelds can be part of the solution
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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022
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Challenges
º Congestion – a lot of traﬃc coming through the campus (fuel site and bussing
storage), all county vehicles are fueling there
º One way traﬃc around the building with very narrow traﬃc pattern
º Hard to get around the transportation and fuel site
º To get the bus into the bay, it’s a 2 point turn, essentially stopping traﬃc
º Pedestrian traﬃc challenges
º Bus driver parking in the service lot and walking across the roadway (safety issue)
º Not enough room for the buses to properly align the single bay
Which vehicles use fueling that are not part of schools?
º Police and sheriff department, several hundred units
º Building service 80 vehicles
º 3 fuel sites in the county
Lambs Lane Transportation Center
º 226 buses in the ﬂeet, 40% of them are house on site
º All the sped units are spread out
º 10-15 PMs inspection
º Scheduled repairs and unscheduled repairs
º Prior to the morning run, there are always issues
º Drivers return to the site and use their personal vehicle between the morning and
afternoon slots
º Refueling usually occurs after morning shift but doesn’t cause traﬃc jamb
º Direct access to Lambs Rd wouldn’t help much because will still have traﬃc from food
bank
* Concrete basin that’s been removed
* Not transportation facility item
* Was not used for years, removed 2 years ago
º Just now coming into the electric bus phases (2 soon) – getting the chargers,
Dominion is putting in the infrastructure
º Uses Versatrans oftware
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What would you like if remained here?
º More oﬃce space and training facilities
º Break room accommodates 8-10 people in a non-covid situation, need a bigger space
º More conference rooms
º Currently hold the preservice meeting – facility at Monticello
º 2 weeks of classrooms, 10 people on site when onboarding new drivers
º Need to hire about 50 people to get
º Transportation and fueling station - connected but maybe do not have to be on one
site if relocated
Further separation of school start/stop time?
º HS and MS overlapping times
º Middle schoolers and highschoolers ride the same bus
º There is a staging time to avoid congestion
º Morning: Go to Albemarle then Joeutt (drop and go)
º Afternoon: Buses stage at Albemarle, then go to Jouette,
º There’s a lot delay because of congestion
Greer and Jouette
º Small bus loop, causes a lot of congestion
Information requested from Transportation
º Numbers of students impacted by the walk zone
º A map of routes
What is the top challenge for the school?
º There’s not a clearly deﬁned path for each individual path to follow
º Not a intuitive ﬂow of traﬃc (for all parties involved)

SECURITY REPRESENTATIVE
Location: Virtual
Date of Meeting: January 20, 2022
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What are your greatest concerns for safety and security on this campus?
º Albemarle HS – a lot of athletic ﬁelds, parking lot on the other side of the football ﬁeld
(not connected, safety issue), people sleeping in the woods
º Congestion – enter off of Hydraulic
º Last 15 years, at least twice every year, discussed moving students out of HS to
Monticello because of crowding
Culture and climate of the new campus
º ESOL population has grown a lot
* There isn’t enough staff to make the families feel comfortable
º Jesse grew up in Charlottesville, nice to be a campus that every child is welcomed in,
there’s a sense of us vs them
º Are there resources we can put in to achieve this?
* HS mirrors the demographics of AC (city area) which makes it unique from other
HS in the county
* Nigh classes, on-site daycare center for teachers, students
* Half-time programs for people getting their GED
* Better public transportation to make the campus accessible
º Courtyard – can hold over 1700 students
Effects of COVID
º Positive: Educators learned to use their computers for teaching
º Negative: kept students from growing socially
º Families: economics, people lost their jobs, stress in the households
Trail system
º Doesn’t want to encourage the public to come to the campus when school is in
º But good for after-school hours
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